PIG Water Hog
Instructions
1.	Make sure the diameter of your tank opening is big enough to insert and
remove the Water Hog without resistance.
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2. Extinguish cigarettes or any other burning materials before opening the
fuel tank.
3.	Hold the retrieval cord and slowly lower the Water Hog into the tank.
Allow several minutes for the Water Hog to sink.
4.	Be sure the retrieval cord length will allow the Water Hog to lie flat on the
tank bottom. (This is where the water will be.) Shorten the retrieval cord
to remove excess slack.
5.	Attach the retrieval cord to the underside of the fuel cap or any location
that still allows the cap to be replaced.
6.	When the Water Hog is fully saturated, remove it from the fuel tank.
Saturation will be indicated when the nylon inner bladder expands tightly
against the outer casing. Saturation level should be checked monthly and
replaced every three months regardless of saturation.
7.	Install the Water Hog so that it will not obstruct the fuel outlet or sending
unit. THIS IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT IN MOVING VEHICLES.
NOTICE: Alcohol-based fuel additives designed to disperse water 			
reduce the effectiveness of the Water Hog.
DISPOSAL NOTICE: Used absorbents can be considered hazardous and
must be disposed of in compliance with local, state and federal regulations.
For information on disposal options, call New Pig.
CAUTION: Not to be used with on-road passenger vehicles, tanks with
antisiphon mechanisms or tanks with fill necks.

New Pig
One Pork Avenue
Tipton, PA 16684-0304

The PIG Water Hog contains a superabsorbent polymer that
will absorb 200 times its weight in water from the bottom of
your fuel tank, providing you with uncontaminated fuel for
work and recreation.

Still have questions? In North America contact us:
By Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647)
Online: newpig.com
Email: hothogs@newpig.com
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